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Connectors for IStand

Mouse end sensor



Mouse end sensor

ITag
Product code: 15901T-S

Features:
•Same features as lMouse/lStand
•Dual output channel
•Wide range of connectors and magnetic lock sensor

Satellite Base
Product code: 15904

Features:
•One base with four output channels
•Protecting up to four different products usrng four different 
  connectors simultaneously
•Same features as 15900 but with longer lasting battery 
  and louder alarm
•Disarm with remote resetter



Mouse end sensor

lBase
Product code: 15923

Features:
•Elegant base plate with weight and optical sensors
•Alarm with flashing light when adicle is removed
•Each base has individual lD number and with remote 
  alarm function
•Disarm with remote resetter
•Alarm loudness: 105d8

lMouse
Product code: 15920

Features:
•Suitable for large and heavy items such as SLR cameras, 
  offering a stable and secure display
•When base unit and/or connectors are tempered with, 
  alarm with flashing light
•With RFID and remote alarm function, 
  disarm with remote resetter
•Each tag can be programmed with individual lD and setting
•Alarm loudness: 105d8

size: 220x140x25mm
size:282x222x25mm
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Mouse end sensor

RFID Encoder
Product code: EG1000

Features:
•Allow customized operation of tags and remote to suit 
  individual requirements
•Additional security options to minimize internal theft 
  and maximize operation effectiveness

Mouse end sensor

30mm    60mm    90mm



Mouse end sensor

RFID Encoder
Product code: EG1000

Features:
•Allow customized operation of tags and remote to suit 
  individual requirements
•Additional security options to minimize internal theft 
  and maximize operation effectiveness
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Remote Resetter
Product code: EG-RC900N

Mouse end sensor

ITag
Product code: 15901T-S

Features:
•Same features as lMouse/lStand
•Dual output channel
•Wide range of connectors and magnetic lock sensor

Retractable Coil Winder, 2alarm
Product code: 15924

Features:
•Retractable coil winder with alarm
•When adicle is removed, tag will alarm
•Disarm with wireless remote resetter

Satellite Base
Product code: 15904

Features:
•One base with four output channels
•Protecting up to four different products usrng four different 
  connectors simultaneously
•Same features as 15900 but with longer lasting battery 
  and louder alarm
•Disarm with remote resetter
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